
Dear Supporters and Friends,

We hope you had a restful summer break and the
year is beginning well for you and your families. The
CMN team had a good short break, but we also got
a few things done over the break.....Our bank and
website interface is now f inally operational. If  you
wish to make a contribution f ind out more here . 

CMN Banking System Online

The Covid Medical Network is f inally
able to receive donations and
subscriptions. 

Please consider assisting the work of
the CMN by making a f inancial
contribution.

Go to the Donations page to learn
more.

View in browser

2021 Newsletter #5

Our ongoing CMN webinar series now includes an interview with Dr Brian Tyson
MD. He has now treated over 4000 patients in Southern California with early
antiviral treatment protocols. His story and his results are outstanding. The
whole interview can be seen here. Shorter out-takes can be viewed here and
here.

We also recently interviewed Prof Dolores Cahill of  the 'World Doctors
Alliance' and Prof Peter McCullough of the American Association of Physicians
and Surgeons. They are both world leading doctors in their f ields, with different
and challenging perspectives on the Covid phenomenon. Their interviews will
be available on our website soon. 

We've also done some media. Dr Mathieson spoke to Rowan Dean on Sky News
about masks, PCR, and early treatments of Covid. He also spoke to Mike Ryan of
Talking Dog Media about PCR tests. 

There's more on PCR tests below as well as early anti-viral  therapies, the harms
of masks, and the mounting costs of lockdowns etc...

Regards,

The CMN Communications Team
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CMN vs Dr 'Iron' Brian Tyson

Dr Brian Tyson MD (no relation to
Mike), joined the CMN team to talk
about his extensive experience in
treating Covid patients in his clinic in
Southern California. His bravery and
commitment to his patients is an
extraordinary tale. Watch the full
interview here. 

German 'Co-Ki' study shows
harm in 68% of masked
children

A world f irst study of the impacts of
mandatory masks on children was
recently published in Germany. A
survey of parents of 25,000 children
aged 6-16 revealed 68% reported
signif icant impairments.

13-fold increase in Respiratory
Infections with mask use in
Vietnamese health-workers.

The Australian Department of Health
recently cited a 2015 study of 1600
Vietnamese health-workers who
showed a 13-fold increase in
respiratory infections with continual
mask use compared with no mask
use.       Read the study here. 

DANMASK Study: Mandatory
masks-NO EFFECT.

With your help we hope to continue to be an independent voice of reason in the
media and health information arena, especially in relation to the ongoing Covid-19
phenomenon.

1. Dr Brian Tyson CMN Interview

Shorter highlights of the interview include; Dr Tyson's response to his colleagues and
his critics...his call for public health bureaucrats to 'look at the results, not the
politics'....and his views on the media's role in the pandemic.  

2. Masks: Harmful and Ineffective

Reported symptoms included: irritability, headaches, difficulty concentrating, less
happiness, reluctance to go to school/kindergarten, malaise, impaired learning and
drowsiness or fatigue. Read the full study here.
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The Danish DANMASK Study, published
in the Annals of Internal Medicine is
the largest of its kind. 6,000 subjects in
two groups; Masks vs No Masks. They
found: "The recommendation to wear
surgical masks to supplement other
public health measures did not
reduce the SARS-CoV-2 inf ection
rate  among wearers.."

UK now admits: Nearly half
lives lost to non-Covid
causes, such as cancelled
operations
According to an official UK government
estimate, more than 100,000 people in the
UK are likely to die from non-coronavirus
causes because of  the enormous
disruption to non-Covid NHS care, as well
as the economic downturn.

Lockdowns Don’t Prevent
Coronavirus Spread

This article, published by the American
Institute for Economic
Research, uses extensive references
to argue that lockdowns do not
achieve their stated anti-Covid
aims. 

Dr Sam Bailey talks PCR
Dr Sam Bailey is a young and very
brave New Zealand doctor and TV

"...the recommendation to wear a surgical mask when outside the home among
others did not  reduce ...t he incidence of  SARS-CoV-2 infect ion in mask
wearers in a setting where social distancing and other public health measures were
in effect.."

Read the study here.

2. Lock Down Harms and Costs

The document by the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (Sage) was dated
December 17 and published Jan 30th 2021.     Read about it here.

3. Covid-19 PCR Tests
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presenter. On her Youtube channel
she presents many interesting and
challenging topics. This episode is on PCR
tests. Its one of the best 15 minute
summaries on the vexing issue of PCR
tests in the Covid-19 era. 

Watch it here. 

Prof Drosten 'gets served'!
Prof Christian Drosten, the German Covid
King of Science, was recently served
'Cease and Desist' papers by world-
renowned lawyer Dr Reiner Fuellmich
(see image) . Dr Fuellmich and his team
contend that Prof Drosten is largely
responsible for the starting the Covid-19
mania of 2020 due to his alleged
discovery of the SARS-CoV-2 virus,

International Coronavirus
Vaccine Update

This international update was published
on Jan 23rd 2021 by the Swiss Policy
Research group. It includes information
and useful links about vaccine
developments in Israel, UK and Sth Africa.

Dr Simone Gold: Interview on
'Covid Vaccines'

Dr Simone Gold, founder of America's
Frontline Doctors raises some very
challenging issues regarding the
development and implementation of the
various 'Covid-19 experimental mRNA

In other episodes she discusses: 'What is a Covid-19 case?' and interviews 'Dr Claus
Kohnlein' a world expert on PCR testing. If Youtube goes all  'cancel culture' on Dr Sam,
you can always find her PCR episode on bitchute here.  

the invention of the Covid PCR test, his famous paper in Eurosurveillance journal, his
advocacy for population PCR testing and the questionable concept of 'asymptomatic
spread' as a driver of the pandemic. The legal document is an excellent summary of
how PCR testing for Covid infectiousness is now being challenged world wide. 

Read it here. Interestingly, Prof Drosten was also involved in the discovery of SARS-1 in
2003 when he was only in his early 30s. 

4. 'Experimental' Covid-19 Vaccines
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vaccines', now being rolled out across
the world. Censored by Yout ube , but
you can watch it here. 

Dr David Martin: mRNA
Vaccine or Gene Therapy?

In this video, Dr David Martin, details the
history of mRNA 'vaccines', their
development, recent trials and the
concerning  deviation
from safety protocols, citing Pfizer and
Moderna's own research evidence and
literature. He makes the claim that these
mRNA vaccines are not  'vaccines'.

PO Box 2067, Camberwell West, 3124 admin@covidmedicalnetwork.com

He argues that the new and experimental mRNA 'vaccines' have no relation to what
is commonly understood as a vaccine by medical science. He claims they are in fact
'gene therapy interventions' more akin to experimental chemotherapy agents.

He argues that the new and experimental mRNA 'vaccines' have no relation to what
is commonly understood as a vaccine by medical science. He claims they are in fact
'gene therapy interventions' more akin to experimental chemotherapy agents.

5. CMN's Favourite Covid Memes
Disclaimer: In case of (wilful?) misunderstanding due to the growing affliction
of 'humour-deficiency syndrome', the following memes are intended to be humorous,
that is, funny, and should not be taken seriously as medical information or facts. 

The humouring of our lawyers and PR advisors has now been somewhat achieved.

Covid-19 Medical Network Ltd
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You received this  email because you s igned
up on our website or made a purchase from us .
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